From K C Lane

What to Expect from a Private Psychic Medium Reading

Thank you so very much for participating in today’s event or considering or booking a private session with me! Conducting readings is
my life’s passion.
In order to maximize your clock time to use for your session information, kindly read before your session. I will need to keep
everyone to their allotted time to allow sufficient mental energy to conduct all of the sessions scheduled today to the same level of
quality, as this work takes an inordinate amount of mental energy limiting most people in this field to conducting readings a
maximum of 5 hours per day. Working as a technical analyst for 38 years I believe allowed me to develop the high level of
concentration needed for the sessions. Your understanding is greatly appreciated. It will help save your clock time also if you have
your goals mentally prepared for the session, if you have any. Many people also request a general session allowing it to flow where
it goes.
Your loved ones also use a great deal of energy to connect back to us on this dimension. When I do connect with your loved ones
long story short, they appear to be residing on a beautiful version of the earth, all young and healthy as if on a big vacation enjoying
all of their favorite past times with all of their favorite people and pets. In right soul time, it is a beautiful level of existence. If
considering not staying here until your right soul time to transition, it is time to immediately seek professional help.
Otherwise, kindly relax and enjoy your session. Most find them entertaining, enlightening and sometimes emotionally healing.
Here’s what to expect:
Logistics First – Cell Phones --please make sure your phone is off and will not vibrate or make sound or if using to record please
place in Airplane M ode under Settings . Payment is next. Cash or check payable to KC Lane. Exact change is appreciated when
paying by cash. I do accept PayPal and Credit Card Payments for amounts $60 and above.

Life Path Psychic Reading, using beautiful symbolic angelic and life path cards, intuitive information and inspired messages I believe
from your Guides and Angels including your chakra aura energy and personal year numerology reading. Sometimes Guide names or past
life information will come through in this part of the reading, if desired by the client and at right soul time for delivery of the information
as determined by Higher Level Guiding Souls. Information from the past, present and future at a high level is revealed at this level.
During this process, your loved ones generally start showing up fyi.
After this section, the client decides the path based on the two choices listed below. Many clients enjoy a mixture of both types of
information based on remaining clock time.
*Messages from Loved Ones (limit usually 2 during a 30 minute session) if desired. If trying to reach 2 loved ones, please
send them your thoughts to join us today before the session starts if you are so inclined and have time.
**Answering Psychic Questions usually business, relationship or family based on available clock time, usually 2 can be addressed.

*No valid medium will absolutely guarantee any client a connection to a loved one, for a variety of reasons. However, assuming the
client has a strong bond of constant thought and shared deep love with the person they are trying to contact I do have a historical
success rate of over 90%. Connections due vary in strength, clarity and duration for reasons I do not fully understand but seem to be
connected to how long we are off the earth level.
**I only work in the Highest Good of all concerned. I cannot work on the following topics; health because I am not trained in health
issues, relationship questions if both parties are present or giving out sacred soul information as to when a soul will transition to the next
level of life as I believe this information is only known between the soul and God. I would question any reader who would work in these
areas. I do not believe in curses and do not work in these areas either. All readings are my subjective translation of very abstract data
and are subject to error, as are all readers. The big name psychic mediums with 8 year wait lists and command $850 an hour, are
usually based on triple blind studies, 90% accurate. I believe based on feedback I am generally in the 80% + range, at this stage of my
development. I strive to conduct myself to the highest level of ethics and integrity at all times and was accepted to and trained with one
of the top Psychic Mediums of our time but I am not permitted to give out the name.
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